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Graham Latter
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May 2009

A SHORT HISTORY OF H.M.S. CAPRICE
HMS CAPRICE was laid down by Messrs. Yarrow and Co., Ltd., at Scotstoun, on 24th September 1942, and
launched on 16th September 1943 by Viscountess Dawson of Penn. She was commissioned on 22nd March
1944, and after a short period of trials and an intensive work up, joined the Home Fleet. She was employed on
escort duties for Russian convoys and later, due to her power and speed, escorted Independent ‘monsters’
including the QUEEN ELIZABETH, the QUEEN MARY and the MAURETANIA. In all, CAPRICE steamed
33,000 miles in her first year of operational duty.
In August 1945, CAPRICE sailed for the Far East and arrived in those waters in time to complete three tours of
duty in the forward Battle Area, and was present at the Surrender of the Japanese forces. She sailed for England
in February 1946, and arriving at Portsmouth in May, paid off into Reserve.
On 17th February 1959, CAPRICE commissioned for the second time for service in the Far East, having been
modernised by Messrs. Yarrow and Co., Ltd., her original builders, during the previous two years. She is the
first of the CAESAR class to be fully modernised as a Fleet Destroyer. Her armament consists of three rapid
firing 4.5 inch guns, two single and one twin 40 m.m. mountings, one quadruple Torpedo mounting and two
triple barrelled Anti-submarine mortars with associated radar and anti-submarine detecting and control equipment.
Originally the ship’s displacement was 2,500 tons, but is now 3,000 tons. Powered by steam turbines, which
produce 40,000 H.P., the ship’s maximum speed is in excess of 30 knots. She has an enclosed gas tight Bridge
and modern Operations Room, and it is from the latter that the Command ‘fights’ the ship in action. The living
accommodation has been modernised in keeping with the ship, all officers have single cabins, and some 30% of
the ship’s company sleep in bunks, the remainder slinging hammocks. There are three Galleys, two for the
ship’s company and the third for the officers. The messdecks are well supplied with fitted cupboards and other
modern improvements, and enclosed messes are for the most part panelled with formica or wood.
The present peacetime complement of the ship is 15 officers and 200 ratings.
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D’YOU HEAR THERE - CAPTAIN SPEAKING
It has always been a great pleasure for me to speak to you, whether it was on the fo’c’s’le or over the main
broadcast system. This time I feel particularly privileged to do so in the form of a foreword to this account of
our commission, but very sorry that it must also be a farewell message. We have of course all missed our
families and loved ones and have longed to get back home, and yet as the commission draws to a close, we
realise it means we have completed another chapter in the life of Her Majesty’s Ship CAPRICE and in our own
lives; a splendid chapter and one we can all be proud of and be thankful for in the knowledge that it has
prepared us well for the next.
We owe a vote of thanks to the officers and men who took so much trouble and contributed so much of their
spare time to the production of this book, and especially to our able “Schoolie” – L/Coder Scarisbrick - who did
the lion’s share of the work. The following pages tell our story - we have travelled thousands of miles, shown
the Flag to many countries, prevented bloodshed in troubled areas, exercised with many Navies, had a lot of
hard work and a lot of fun.
A ship is made by the men who sail in her. Hence our war cry “Men not Mice”. We have earned the description
“32 knots CAPRICE”, for as our Flag Officer, Second-in-Command, Far East Station, Vice Admiral V. C. Begg,
C.B., D.S.O., D.S.C., said in his farewell address to us, “You have a racing car and have driven it like one”. His
next comment was also a tribute not to be forgotten, “You have achieved that very valuable status - an efficient
fighting unit”. The award of the Fleet A.A. Trophy; 4 records in replenishment at sea; most of the sports cups
ranging from soccer to sailing; these are also some of our achievements. A very fine record, but none of this
would have been possible had we not learnt first of all to. be a closely knit cheerful team in the moulding of
which discipline, mutual understanding and ship spirit are the most important factors.
Good luck, good sailing and God bless you all.
JAMES STARTIN
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THE COMMISSION
We were about to embark on a Foreign Service
Commission, but right at the beginning one began
to doubt whether we would make it. We did,
however, and the following is an outline of what
has since transpired.
After the Commissioning Ceremony in Scotland
we finally left the United Kingdom on the 7th April
1959, having overcome the Engine Room defects,
which had delayed us for over three weeks. At the
time the assurances that 18 months would soon pass
were no consolation for having to leave our families
and friends. Still as things turned out, we have now
almost completed our 18 months and, although
having missed home tremendously, we have
enjoyed ourselves.
The Passage to Singapore
On a cold, typically English day, we sailed from
Portsmouth on the first leg of our journey. A fast
passage all the way to the Far East had been
specially approved by the Admiralty - the first to
be made by a Destroyer in post war years.

The Commissioning Ceremony

Gibraltar, our first port of call, was reached after a
passage, which was a little rough in places. Leave
was granted and the town was inspected in beautiful
weather. While we were alongside, the ship fuelled
and provisioned and on completion we sailed, next
morning, for Malta. After exercising during the first
day out from Gib. hands were piped to bathe during
the First Dog. Thinking back, one wonders how
many of us would now attempt to swim in water as
cold as 64°F.
Arriving at Malta, expecting a 24 hour stop, it came
as a disappointment to discover that, owing to more
Engine Room defects, we were once more delayed.
The time spent in Malta was in fact two weeks;
two weeks, during which time rain was plentiful.
Taken as a whole our stay was not as bad as
expected for it gave us time to explore the island.
Our departure, however, was welcomed as it was
one step nearer our destination.

Refuelling off Malta

The Barracca Lift-Malta
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The ship reached the entrance of the Suez Canal
early in the morning of the 1 st May and while
waiting to enter the Canal at the head of the Southbound convoy we were besieged by scores of
“Bum” boats. At 9 a.m. the convoy entered the
Canal for the start of the slow journey, South.
After passing through the Canal it was not long
before we entered the Red Sea where, due to the
large number of sharks said to be there, we
ex-pected to have good sport. Unfortunately we got
no bites - we had to go too fast for them.

Entrance to the Suez Canal-Port Said

it was suspected that we should eat nothing but fish
for a few days but, since this did not happen, the
incident is still considered a welcome break during
the somewhat tedious pas-sage through the Red Sea.
After a short stay in Aden, where, incidentally, we
were told that the local team considered it too hot
to play soccer although we were willing, we sailed
for Colombo, another step nearer our destin-ation.
There, once again, our visit was very short, and we
soon left the inner harbour to embark on the last
stage of our journey.
At last, Singapore Dockyard. On the 15th May, we
entered the Dockyard and secured alongside at 1030
and were given a heart-warming welcome, set off
by the Royal Marine Band playing enthusiastically
on the jetty. We were there!

On a smaller scale, many members of the ship’s
company did have success, some of the catches
weighing up to 20 pounds. It was the T.A.S.
department however who really showed how it
should be done. After locating a shoal of fish by
sonar, a squid pattern was fired which, after a short
period, produced a large number of stunned or dead
fish on the surface. Many willing hands hauled the
fish inboard, using buckets, baskets, hooks, nets
and any other suitable object at hand. At the time,

Native fishing vessels in Ceylon
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which the ship held her own.
To round off an excellent day, a dance was held for
the ship’s company in the local club. The
entertainment was first class and it was a tired ship’s
company that returned to the ship during the early
hours of the morning.
Sightseeing tours were arranged, one such party
watched a cock fight in a local village. Banyan
parties were also arranged.

The Work Up
On the 21 St May, CAPRICE slipped from the
Dockyard and proceeded to sea for the Work Up
period, during which we fired squids, torpedoes,
all guns, carried out seamanship and A.B.C.D.
exercises etc. ad infinitum. Our sparring partner was
H.M.S. CRANE of the Third Frigate Squadron,
having re-commissioned about the time we arrived
on the station. The work up area was in the vicinity
of Pulau Tioman. It was on this island that we spent
our weekends lazing in the sun, swimming and
eating fresh fruit.
When the work up finally came to an end we had
mastered the ship, were proficient in handling her
armament and also looking forward to our visit to
Labuan in North Borneo.

Labuan
CAPRICE secured alongside the jetty on arrival
and immediately became an object of great interest
to the natives who, perhaps, had not seen a Warship
for many years, if ever. Labuan saw a lot of the
crew of CAPRICE” in the next few days, on duty
and off. Almost every sporting event imaginable
took place during our stay and after celebrating the
Queen’s Birthday with a parade, the ship took part
in an athletic meeting against the residents. The
meeting ended with a tug-of-war which CAPRICE
lost after some gallant pulls against a team which
was growing larger in number with every pull. Also,
on the same day, there was an aquatic match in

Native dwellings in Labuan
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Oil Derrick; towed from Southampton for under
water drillings - Labuan

The Queen’s Birthday Parade

From the 11th to 14th June we spent an enjoy-able
time in Labuan but at last we had to leave and return
to Singapore prior to J.E.T. ‘59.
We then learnt we had been selected to relieve
LOCH KILLISPORT in the Persian Gulf, who had
broken down and had to return to the United
Kingdom for repairs. In haste we prepared for those
even hotter waters, which included the fitting of air
conditioning units for the Operations Room and the
Sick Bay and extra fans throughout the ship.
Mosque-Labuan

J.E.T. 1959
On completion we sailed to join the Fleet off Cochin
for Exercise J.E.T., the annual exercise for the
Commonwealth Navies in the Far East.
During the second phase of the exercise we
acquitted ourselves well and “sank” a number of
the “enemy” by a typical CAPRICE tactic of
dashing in at full speed and delivering our attack
before the opposition could sort themselves out. On
com-pletion of the second phase we managed a run
ashore in Trincomalee, but sad to say, the once
famous British Naval Base is rapidly becoming
derelict and the jungle is again taking over. Some
excellent swimming was available and the
relax-ation was welcome after the hard work during
the exercise.

Refuelling from I.N.S. Mysore during JET 59
to Gan, in the Maldive Islands, to relieve our sister
ship, CAVALIER - our first taste of stop-ping
trouble as our duty was to prevent any hostile
landings by the Northern Maldivians who had
declared their intention of taking Addu Atoll by
force.

Gan
We left Trincomalee with the rest of the Fleet for
Phase III of J.E.T. but suddenly were des-patched
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We arrived at Gall, in Addu Atoll, on the 29th
August. The Captain soon completed his plans for
detecting and intercepting any possible invad-ing
force and then it was a question of sitting and
waiting in this laziest and booziest of lagoons. We
soon became great friends with the R.A.F. based
ashore.
Fishing, barbecues and banyans were our main
relaxations during our stay, all making a change
from the entertainment of Singapore. In particular
we shall remember the “Island of CAPRICE” which
the Captain had obtained from the local Chief for
our exclusive use. The fishing was very good and
it was not long before the fishermen in the ship
began to haul weird and wonderful specimens from
the deep, including sharks and sting rays although
many proved too strong for the tackle used. The
two large sharks actually landed were wicked
looking customers and it was with care that they
were brought inboard. Some of us were able to
flyover the islands with the R.A.F. and view from
above some of the islands that make up the
Maldives - there are some 7,000 in all.

“Go home feelthy British”—Our reception at
Gan by Cavalier’s “natives”

CAPRICE proved to be very popular with the
natives and on leaving they presented us with a
huge turtle and many coconuts.

The N.A.A.F.l. Canteen - Gan
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CROSSING THE LINE
On Monday, 21st September, 1959, a few hours out of Addu Atoll, South of the Equator, the Asdic team made
contact with the Royal Herald who was welcomed aboard with due ceremony by the Captain. The Herald then
read the Proclamation:

To our Right Trusty and Loyal Subject,
Commander James Startin
of Her Britannic Majesty’s Ship CAPRICE
All those who’ve previously met my court
I send a special greeting.
To those whom I have yet to meet
I will have pleasure treating.
So I proclaim to all Caprice,
Tomorrow rest assured,
Whether full ahead or hard a’port,
I will repair on board.

Greetings:
I Neptune of the Seven Seas,
By Grace of Myth, Imperial Lord,
Here meet you and announce ‘twould please My
Queen and I to come aboard.
At last, at last, this day of days
You’re out of your lagoon.
You crossed my line some days ago
And never called the tune.

All certificates of my Domain
Must before my clerk be laid,
And those who’ve never crossed my line
The fee in full be paid.
The Captain then took his stand to reply to the Herald:
“ I thank you, Sire, for your greeting;
I’ve looked forward to our meeting.
We’ve many on board who are foreigners to
Your magnificent land of the azure blue.

When you’re on board, I’ll wear my sword
And have a Royal Guard on board.
They are stout men, tried and true
As are all the rest of my crew.

I’m honoured, too, with your demand,
And my crew will obey all you command.
They’ll be carried out to the very letter
For there’s no doubt none could do better.

Regrettably I have no maidens fair
To humour your ferocious Bears,
But we’ll do our best to make your stay
As pleasant as a fortnight’s pay,
And following tomorrow’s little fight,
Expect a nice certificate.”
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The Herald then called his Requestmen and Defaulters to the dais to receive their summons:
“The following members of Her Britannic Majesty’s Ship CAPRICE are hereby summonsed to appear in the
presence of their Royal Highnesses King Neptune, King of the Seven Seas, Mighty Ruler of the Locker of
Davey Jones, and Queen Amphritite, tomorrow when the Court convenes, to be initiated into the Majestic Rites
according to the ancient usage and custom:
Commander H. J. Startin, Lt. Commander P. Kenyon Bell, Lt. Commander R. Little (for special
dispensation), Lt. B. Hulme, Sub. Lt. Peter Gordon Smith, Sub. Lt. Thomas Wood, Sub. Lt. Roger Noyes, Sub.
Lt. Malcolm Alvisse, P.O. May, LjWtr. O’Rourke, A.B. Green, R.O.2. Notley and Jnr. Seaman McCormack.
The Herald then toured the ship to issue all the summonses and to leave the magnificent scroll on the
ship’s notice board before retiring to the depths.
On the 22nd September, with the stage set abreast the torpedo tubes, King Neptune, with his Queen, Court
and full entourage, came aboard. The Royal party made its way to the dais, inspecting the Royal Guard en route.
The Officer of the Guard presented his Guard to King Neptune.
Sound the fanfare - unfurl the flags,
Gad -looks more like disgusting bags.
Inspect them all in fine array
To celebrate this splendid day.”

“ Your Majesty and most gracious Queen,
I have a Guard both stout and keen.
You must admit an able body
If in parts a little shoddy.
So inspect them please
And on conclusion grant release.

The King and Queen, with much ado, played havoc with the Guard and retired satisfied to
the dais.
The Captain, in a few words - he did not get a chance to say any more - welcomed the King on
behalf of CAPRICE.

Herald:
“ Now to proceed with the work in hand
On some of you from a distant land.
Each in turn will meet the King
And in his turn his praises sing,
The annual Pulheem by the Doc.,
And hair pulled out by root and lock,
Given a very good scrub
And then into the tub.
But before we start, I move a motion,
The King will make a proclamation;
An award to the Captain on this special occasion.”
The Captain then came forward” armed to the teeth” - literally (it is rumoured that the Gunnery Officer is still
mustering small arms) and was awarded a certificate and badge of the Order of the “Wheel Hardover and Full
Speed Ahead”.
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Neptune then addressed the Ship’s Company:I’ve heard of your trials in a cooler zon
“ Along this Line my Queen and I
And how you left your wives at home.
Have seen so many ships go by.
I’ve also heard of your runs ashore
From time to time a ship will stop
And I will interview the lot,
In all the “Worlds” and a whole lot more;
And they must all accept the rite
How you ravished all those maidens fair
Imposed by me and Amphritite.
And returned on board and didn’t care.

But never-the-less let us not forget
That to you I have said
The Order of the Wheel Hardover
And Full Speed Ahead.
Into the tank!”

The Engineer followed the Captain’s (wet) footsteps, closely followed by Number One, who was addressed as
follows:
“So many years you’ve sailed my seas
And held your table there,
But this time I shall call the tune
And it’s your head that is bare.
You’ve run this ship in a shocking state,
And think you’re still in waters cool.
In tropic waters and no routine,
That’s another ducking in the pool.
Your minions have spread grey paint,
And the’ Bluebell’ is running low.
And by the time they’ve done the decks,
You make them start below.

But never mind, to Hong Kong soon,
And you can have a rest.
A splendid little side party
Will do better than your best.
I find this is a difficult case,
So many years at sea.
Scribe, pass the book that I may see
What punishments fit for thee.
Doc, pass the pills for Number One
And see the tanks filled to the brink.
A good shave off and a coat of grey
And throw him in the drink.”

Typical of the Defaulters was’ Scribes’ who, posing as a Sub. Lieutenant, looked a little too good to be true,
although he managed to fool the trusty Growlers for a while, despite his sunglasses.
“ Now here we have a cunning rating,
Hides himself behind the plating.
Seldom seen during day or night
Except when havens hove in sight.
His basic crime is very deep,
Based on a charge of too much sleep.
So shut your eyes and hold your breath
This will be an ‘orrible death.”
As the afternoon progressed, the Royal party began to lose a little of its’ dignity’ and it was not long before all
the party had, themselves, been treated. By tea time, the ceremony was completed, very few having escaped
and, although a few had crossed before, it would not be surprising to learn that they had received just as good as
the’ first timers ‘.

HONG KONG
After a short self-maintenance period in Singa-pore,
we found ourselves in Hong Kong for the first time,
having looked forward to this visit for many months.
Unfortunately, however, this was to be only a very
short visit of 2 days, since on the 13th October we
departed for Japan. Although the visit was of such

short duration it was long enough for us to compare
Hong Kong with Singapore. The prices and climate
are much more compatible than in Singapore and
it seems a great pity that the main Naval Base should
be in Singapore not this island which has so much
more to offer the sailor.

The Side Party at work
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her sea-worthy again, ready for the post--refit trials.
On the 12th ‘March, the ship had a ‘Families’ Day’
when over a hundred friends of the ship’s company
came aboard for a day at sea, which proved to be a
tremendous success. R.A.F. Shackletons made an
air drop of sweets for the younger members invited,
much to their delight and surprise.
Our refit and post-refit trials over, the ship sailed
for Hong Kong on the 24th March.

TOKYO
From Hong Kong to Tokyo we encountered some
rough weather in the form of Typhoon Charlotte.
We did not pass through the centre of this but were
near enough for the ship to receive minor damage
and for even some of the “old salts” to feel a little
under the weather. However, this was soon
forgotten in Tokyo, where we were well received.
We arrived in Tokyo on the 21st October and created
quite a stir in the local papers and on television.
The Captain was presented with a symbolic key to
the city, he in turn presented a ship’s crest, the
whole being televised.
Bus trips round the city, cocktail parties and a beer
party at the British Embassy were arranged, all
enabling us to get to know Tokyo and some of its
9 million people. Visitors to the ship came on board
and a children’s party took place.
We were sorry to have to leave, specially since we
now had a three month Main Refit ahead of us, quite depressing after such a glorious time, but as
things turned out, not as soul destroying as
expected.

THE MAIN REFIT
Arriving in Singapore, the ship was set upon by
the Dockyard while we removed to live in H.M.S,
TERROR for the duration. From 18th November
until 11th February, when we returned onboard, she
went through various stages of repair while at one
time, when the funnel was removed for renewal,
she didn’t even look like a ship.
Meanwhile, living in TERROR, we were working
Tropical Routine, onlyworking on the ship in the
forenoons, so we had plenty of time to take
advantage of the sporting amenities there.
Consequently, the ship’s teams improved until they
were a force to be reckoned with, as many teams
found out to their disadvantage.
During this period, many took leave in the
Cameron Highlands, the R.A.F. Rest Camp at
Penang or in Hong Kong. A few took leave in
Singapore but the majority went away, perhaps to
evade the heat. Some took advantage of the
op-portunity to fly their wives out by indulgence
passages and were of course the most fortunate of
all.
Christmas and New Year were spent in TERROR
and if perhaps not quite as enjoyable as the same
period at home, the festive season was indeed
festive.
Finally the Refit came to an end and we returned
to the ship to apply the finishing touches and make

Torri Gate-Tokyo
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Christmas in TERROR Canteen

HONG KONG
Once again in Hong Kong, this time for a month as
Guard Ship, we had now more time to explore the
island. During the last visit time was so short that
many of us saw little more than Wanchai.
From the 30th March until the 26th April, when we
left, we spent our time alongside the wall with
periods on patrol round the sea frontiers of Hong
Kong.
During our stay we combined with CAVALIER to
represent the Eighth Destroyer Squadron against
the Third Frigate Squadron in a pulling and sail-ing
regatta. The 8th D.S. won after some spirited races.
Also a memorable ship’s dance took place in the
China Fleet Club.
On the 21st April, CAPRICE and CAVALIER again
combined, this time to provide one of the Naval
contingents in the large-scale Queen’s Birthday
Parade in Kowloon.
“Peanuts” youngest member of the Side Party

Hong Kong by night

Hong Kong-Kowloon Ferry
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Taxi-Manila

Yokohama was our first port of call, and being such
a short distance from Tokyo, many took the
opportunity to visit old friends in the capital. The
city proved friendly and attractive with the
enter-tainment, especially in that area of “noise and
neon lights”, known as “Chinatown”, comparable
with Tokyo’s own night club area around Ginza
Street.
On the 15th June the fleet sailed independently for
various other ports in Japan, we in CAPRICE taking
a seven hour “hop” to Shimizu. There on the jetty
were the footsore members of the ship’s company
who had previously left the ship at Yokohama to
climb Mount Fuji.
Here we found the people very friendly indeed and,
in the town and beautiful countryside, we found a
Japan as yet not completely influenced by Western
ways. Thousands came on board during our “open”
day and our football team, although emulating the
professional England side, by never winning against
the city teams, were very well received on the two
occasions they played.
Everyone was sorry to leave Shimizu and, as if to
express their unwillingness for us to leave, the many
people on the jetty threw masses of streamers on
board - perhaps as a substitute for the already
slipped mooring wires.
Our final visit of the Japanese cruise took us to
Nagasaki (remembered chiefly as the second victim
of the Atom Bomb in 1945). There we discovered
a city, which had responded magnificently to the
huge task of rebuilding. We found many fine
examples of Japanese workmanship, notably in the
Nagasaki Aquarium and the International Cultural
Hall, which contains a museum and relics of the
atomic explosion. During our 3 day visit we
witnessed the launching of a new giant tanker from
the Mitsubishi Shipyard, a concern which has risen
miraculously from the ashes of 1945 to become one
of the world’s leading shipbuilders.

MANILA & EXERCISE SEALION
From Hong Kong, the ship sailed to Manila to take
part in the S.E.A.T.O. exercise Sealion. Although
it had been rumoured that Manila was an expensive
“run ashore”, it proved otherwise, but as our visit
was of short duration we did not enjoy many cheap
“runs” before again sailing for the second phase of
the exercise and then back to Singapore for Captain
(D)’s inspection.

THE INSPECTION
As it turned out this was not such an ordeal as
expected, but never-the-less we were all naturally
thankful when it was over. Our harbour inspec-tion
went off without a hitch, Captain(D) being suitably
impressed. The sea inspection, in which we
proceeded to sea under action conditions as we
would in war, was exacting with everything
happening in quick succession - aircraft attacks,
engaging an enemy surface ship with the 4.5
armament and finishing her off with torpedoes,
finding and attacking a submarine which when
“forced” to surface we boarded and captured,
tow-ing a disabled ship, A.B.C.D. exercise, etc.,
etc. Finally it was all over - an exhausting day, but
a satisfying one. Captain(D) and his staff were
returned to the leader - CAVENDISH - by jackstay
transfer, on completion of which we dashed back
to Singapore.

THE JAPANESE CRUISE
Sailing from Singapore on the 21St May we arrived
in Hong Kong on the 25th when we joined up with
the Fleet and sailed next day for Korea, via the
Formosa Straits. Knowing that trouble between the
Communists and Nationalists could strike up at any
time, it was a relief to enter the sheltered, if muddy,
waters of Inchon, port town for the capital of South
Korea, Seoul.
We found a country still suffering from the
aftermath of war, consequently unable to offer much
in the form of entertainment or sightseeing.
However, a much brighter “run ashore” was only a
few days steaming away so after our 3 day visit,
we sailed hopefully for Yokohama.

Korean Amusement Pavilion
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Buddha-Kamakura

Some of the many visitors waiting to come
aboard at Shimizu.
Korean National Dress

CONCLUSION
Although there is still three months to go before
we leave CAPRICE and return to the United
Kingdom, this account must end here so that the
magazine can be prepared for the printers in Hong
Kong.
When this is read we shall have been down to
Australia to round off in fine form a commission in
which we have had some material setbacks
(palpitating boilers and a stripped high power
turbine), but far out weighing these, first class
operational achievements, sports successes and
many enjoyable times, all of which we will long
remember.

The presentation of a bouquet to the captain of
the football team at the start of the match against
Nippon Metal Co., Shimizu
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